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Patterns have been successfully used in software design to 
reuse proven solutions. But the complex interconnections 
and the number of pattern collections is becoming a 
barrier for identifying relevant patterns and pattern 
combinations for a given design context.  More formal 
representations of patterns are needed that allow machine 
processing and the creation of systematic pattern 
languages that guide composition of patterns into 
coherent design solutions.  In this paper, we present a 
technique based on Description Logic and Semantic Web 
technologies to address these problems.  A metamodel is 
presented for developing pattern languages using this 
technology.  Usability patterns are used to demonstrate 
how this metamodel can be instantiated to form a pattern 
language for that domain. Our technique provides a 
computational basis for building intelligent tools that 
utilize patterns, known best solutions to recurring 
problems, to support software development activities. 
2 Introduction and Motivation 
Software patterns represent knowledge successful 
solutions to recurring problems within contextual 
constraints [2, 12].  Patterns are increasingly being used to 
not only capture and disseminate best practices, but also 
to turn named patterns into a shared vocabulary for 
expressing and communicating technical knowledge [1, 
20].  Beginning with the seminal Gang of Four book on 
design patterns [12], software patterns have expanded to 
many other domains, including software architecture [7], 
process [3], analysis [11], usability [6, 13], and product 
lines [8], to name just a few. 
Pattern usage is currently practiced informally, often 
through folklore and textbooks, and at best being 
embedded in hypertext systems supporting semantic-free 
“related-to” relationships [13, 14].  But the continued 
proliferation and interconnected nature of patterns 
presents a number of problems that have not been 
adequately addressed.  First is the sheer number of 
patterns available.  One source states there are 250 
patterns for Human-Computer Interaction alone [20], and 
still misses a number of usability pattern collections.  
Second, the interconnected nature of patterns makes it 
very difficult to understand the potential interactions, 
necessary couplings, contradictions, and inconsistencies 
amongst the different patterns.  Used in an informal 
manner, this barrier is a constraint-based problem that 
people are particularly inept at understanding and 
applying.  Third, there are a number of pattern collections 
currently in print or on Web-based resources.  Not only do 
these collections differ in format, they also differ in 
emphasis, have overlapping content, and often contain 
contradictory information.  Adding to the complexity is 
the fact that many patterns have multiple variants with 
subtle differences [9].  Fourth, each pattern is itself a 
piece of potentially complex knowledge that requires a 
degree of mastery [20] to apply to specific problem 
contexts. 
These dimensions of scale, complexity, heterogeneity, and 
required expertise conspire to create barriers to the 
effective use of pattern technologies.  Addressing these 
and other issues related to “pattern creep” will require 
increasing levels of formality and associated technologies 
to help people deal with the aforementioned issues.  In 
particular, the development of pattern languages (as 
opposed to loosely coupled pattern collections [14]), 
which are systematic means of organizing patterns to 
provide holistic design solutions [1, 24] will require levels 
of formal representation that have yet to be applied to 
pattern technologies.  There is therefore a need to 
formalize the representation of patterns and apply 
rigorous reasoning techniques to support the usage of 
patterns in the software development process. 
The overall motivation of this research is to construct 
formal frameworks for pattern-based software 
development tools.  A step in this direction is to represent 
patterns in formal ontologies representing not just pattern 
collections, but pattern languages – interconnected 
patterns that lead to a systematic solution of a given 
software development problem.  The intent of these 
languages is to form an infrastructure for the development 
of intelligent tools that utilize patterns to develop cost 
effective software development solutions with high levels 
of quality. 
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To achieve this goal, technologies and solutions are 
needed that the process of constructing common 
vocabularies that unify the currently fractured state of 
pattern representations.  We utilize ontologies, defined as 
a formal explicit specification of a shared 
conceptualization [23] within a domain of interest, to 
implement shared vocabularies that help represent and 
organize pattern languages.  Specifically, the ontology 
implementation technology we utilize is the Web 
Ontology Language (OWL) [17] and Semantic Web 
technologies [4, 19].  OWL-DL is utilized to formally 
define patterns and relationships between patterns.  OWL-
DL is founded on decidable fragments of first order logic 
and axiomatic definitions that can be used by Reasoners 
to infer new facts and check the consistency of the 
resulting ontologies and infer new facts.  In addition to the 
use of formal logic-based definitions, Semantic Web 
technologies utilize distributed representations of 
ontologies and various standards (W3C 
recommendations) that allow interoperability between 
distributed data stores. 
In this paper, we describe a metamodel for describing 
patterns.  Similar to the Meta-Object Facility (MOF), 
purpose of this metamodel is to provide the building 
blocks for developing pattern languages in specific 
domains.  We demonstrate this process by using our 
metamodel to create a pattern language for usability 
design. 
In the following, ontologies and the Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) are briefly introduced.  This is followed 
by a presentation of out usability pattern metamodel and 
an example pattern language based on this metamodel.  
The paper concludes with a discussion of contributions, 
related work, and future directions. 
3 Ontology-Based Approaches to Pattern 
Languages 
The use of ontologies to represent pattern languages is a 
marriage of two complementary philosophies.  An 
objective of pattern languages is to provide the means for 
professionals to use a common vocabulary about design 
and other issues.  The Semantic Web and its technologies, 
such as OWL, implement techniques for formally 
defining ontologies through shared vocabularies, 
axiomatic definitions, and formal logic to further support 
machine-based automated reasoning.  In the following, we 
briefly explain the reasoning capabilities of OWL and 
capabilities we use to create intelligent pattern languages. 
3.1 OWL Description Logics 
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [17] builds on the 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) and RDF 
Schema [18] to create a frame-based knowledge 
representation language with axiomatic constructs for 
logic-based expressivity.  OWL includes vocabulary for 
describing properties and classes.  OWL constructs allow 
the construction of class taxonomies and properties act as 
predicates that represent an RDF triple between two 
classes.  OWL builds on this infrastructure with richer 
typing of properties, relationships between classes (e.g. 
disjointness), class constructors (e.g. union, composition), 
enumerated classes, cardinality (e.g. “exactly one”), 
equality, and characteristics of properties (e.g. symmetry, 
transitivity.  OWL also adds axiomatic constructs for 
greater expressiveness, including quantifications (e.g. 
existential, universal), qualified cardinalities, and general 
axiomatic definitions of class membership through 
complex expressions. 
OWL properties are predicate that operate on subjects 
(domains) and map to an object (range).  Range values 
can be restricted through various axiomatic class 
construction operators.  For example, if you want to state 
that a Login pattern is the set of pattern instances that are 
a subclass of a UIAuthenticate pattern and all values of 
the hasWidgets property come from the TextBox and 
Button classes, then you would state (in DL form): 
Login ⊑ UIAuthenticate ⊓  
              ∀hasWidgets.(TextBox ⊔ Button) 
As part of the W3C standard, OWL requires a XML 
serialization of as a common representation that can be 
used across different OWL editors and reasoners.  For this 
specific example, the XML is shown in Figure 1 (using 
the Protégé OWL ontology editor [22]), where the class 
Login is defined as an anonymous class consisting of the 
intersection between ‘UIAuthenticate’ and a restriction on 
the property ‘hasWidgets’ where all values (range values) 
are from either the ‘TextBox’ or ‘Button’ classes (union). 
3.2 OWL and Pattern Languages 
In addition to OWL DL, Semantic Web technologies offer 
a number of features that support creating an effective 
infrastructure for patterns that is capable of automated 
reasoning: 
• Distributed representations:  Since OWL is built on 
top of RDF and XML [15], Uniform Resource 
Indicators (URIs) are used to support common 
vocabulary in distributed files.  A URI defines a 
unique namespace (using the same syntax as URLs) 
and concept within the namespace, thus assuring that 
two patterns using the same URI are referring to the 
same OWL element. 
• Well-defined semantics.  The description logic 
defined by OWL-DL allows precise definitions of 
concepts, as demonstrated in the example above.  
Patterns are therefore understood by both human and 
machine processable [5]. 
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• Automated reasoning: Because patterns defined in 
OWL ontologies are formally defined, automated 
reasoning is possible that infers relationships between 
patterns and classifies pattern instances. In addition 
OWL reasoners support consistency checking based 
from formal axioms that help pattern language builders 
create well-defined and consistent ontologies. 
• Rule-based reasoning.  In addition to reasoning 
capabilities, rules can cover a wide range of behavior, 
such as specifying that under a specified set of 
circumstances that a rule should be applied.  This 
additional expressiveness is enhanced by the formal 
and well-defined semantics of OWL. 
• Rule-based and semantic search.  In addition to 
specifying pattern attributes and relationships, rules 
can be used for precise specification of matching 
criteria.  Intelligent search based on semantic 
relationships is also possible, enhancing the ability to 
find patterns that fit developer needs. 
• Heterogeneous representations.  A current problem 
with pattern collections is the wide range of attributes, 
descriptions, and terminology used to describe the 
patterns.  While our metamodel (Section 4) is designed 
to facilitate more homogeneous representations, OWL 
axioms provide a number of constructs to establish the 
equivalence of concepts and properties as well as 
incremental differences between concepts in 
distributed pattern ontologies. 
• Web technology compatible:  W3C OWL requires 
XML serializations, making it compatible with 
existing Web standards such as http server, Web 
Services and can be detected and indexed by search 
engines. 
4 Usability Design Pattern Metamodel 
The purpose of a metamodel is to define the basic 
building blocks and rules for constructing well-formed 
models within some domain of interest [21].  A pattern 
metamodel will therefore provide the basic building 
blocks for creating types of patterns, or pattern languages.  
For example, Figure 2 shows the base (core) metamodel 
pattern.  This metamodel states that all models need to 
have the ‘hasContext’, ‘hasForces’, ‘hasProblem’, 
‘hasSolution’ and ‘seeAlso’ properties.   
The metamodel for describing UI Design Patterns was 
derived from the Pattern Language Markup Language 
PLML [10]. Additional properties are included to help 
describe supporting evidence for a given pattern [16].  
PLML was defined using XML DTD technology to 
describe user interface patterns.  In the following, 
extension to PLML are described that take advantage of 
QOL features to create semantically meaningful pattern 
descriptions and relationships between patterns that 
facilitate computational reasoning. 
A major weakness of current pattern representations is the 
lack of semantic or typed relationships between patterns.   
While most pattern representations will have a “related-
to” [12] or “seeAlso” [10] link between patterns, this is 
little more than a type of hyperlink that carries no 
semantic meaning beyond “this pattern is related to that 
one”. 
The usability patterns metamodel (see Figure 3) builds on 
the PaternCore and PMLPatternFormat pattern 
metamodels (see c in Error! Reference source not 
found.).  The metamodel consists largely of defined 
pattern properties, see d.  The ‘requiresPattern’ property 
 
Figure 2:  The Core Software Pattern Metamodel.
Viewed in the Protégé OWL ontology editor. 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Login"> 
    <rdfs:subClassOf> 
      <owl:Class> 
        <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
          <owl:Class rdf:ID="UIAuthenticate"/> 
          <owl:Restriction> 
            <owl:onProperty> 
              <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasWidgets"/> 
            </owl:onProperty> 
            <owl:allValuesFrom> 
              <owl:Class> 
                <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 
                  <owl:Class rdf:ID="TextBox"/> 
                  <owl:Class rdf: ID="Button"/> 
                </owl:unionOf> 
              </owl:Class> 
            </owl:allValuesFrom> 
          </owl:Restriction> 
        </owl:intersectionOf> 
      </owl:Class> 
    </rdfs:subClassOf> 
    </owl:Class> 
Figure 1:  XML Serialization of OWL-DL. 
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Figure 3:  Property and Class Views of the Usability Pattern 
Metamodel. 
is chosen, showing the pattern description and its Domain 
and Range (see e and the associated arrows).  The 
purpose of requiresPattern is to provide a relationship 
between patterns when one pattern is required when 
another is used. As shown in  Figure 3, a pattern of type 
UIPatternLanguage (the Domain) can require a pattern 
from any other pattern concept (the Range), represented 
by the root pattern concept, PatternCore (see  c and f 
in  Figure 3).  The range of values for this property can be 
further restricted for a more precise definition of the type 
of pattern needed (as demonstrated later).  
The metamodel defines several types of pattern 
relationships with meanings specifically intended for the 
domain of usability patterns.  These include: 
• uses:  Pattern A uses pattern B if the usage is optional 
In other words not every instance of pattern A uses 
pattern B, some variants do and some don’t [26]. 
• requires:  Pattern A requires Pattern B if pattern B 
solves a required part of pattern A’s solution. I.e every 
instance of pattern A should use pattern B in its 
solution [26]. 
• alternative:  Pattern A is an alternative to pattern B is 
the they have the same problem and context but 
different solution. 
• conflictsWith:  Pattern A conflicts With pattern B is 
they should not e used together in a design. 
• hasKnownExceptions:  Known contexts in which a 
pattern should not be used. 
Some pattern annotations are applicable to certain 
pattern types but not for others. For example, the 
hasImplementation property is useful to describe 
design patterns but not usability patterns. These 
types of pattern annotations are accommodated in 
the metamodel by using OWL domain construct. 
The domain of the property is defined to be the 
most general class to which it is applicable. For 
example, hasContext is defined for the class 
Software Patterns as all Software Patterns have a 
context in which they are applicable whereas 
hasImplementation is defined for the class of 
Design Patterns. 
4.1 Metadata Attributes 
In addition to metadata attributes such as name, 
author, version and others, the following attributes 
are most useful for describing patterns and 
relationships between patterns. 
• hasProblem: describes the need of an actor 
(person/system) for which the pattern was 
designed. For example, the Problem of an 
Ecommerce Website is to provide online users a 
virtual shopping experience. The actor here is 
the Ecommerce Website owner 
(company/individual). 
• hasSolution: provides a set of instructions to solve the 
problem described in the Problem attribute.  
• hasContext: a set of “applicable” design conditions in 
which the pattern can be most usefully (“naturally”) 
applied 
• hasRationale: provides principled reasons from 
behavioral psychology, cognitive psychology or 
another science for why the solution is effective. 
• hasForces: discusses constraints and tradeoffs in 
choosing the solution suggested in the pattern. 
4.2 Using the Metamodel 
The domain and range definitions of the metamodel 
properties are defined to be as general as possible.  This 
allows other models to adapt the metamodel elements for 
specific needs.  For example, suppose a pattern language 
was being built for Web-based browser interfaces.  When 
creating an instance of the metamodel for this purpose, 
the designers could restrict the range of ‘requiresPattern’ 
to include only Web-based interfaces. 
Even after creating a specialized metamodel, additional 
restrictions, such as the ‘hasWidgets’ example in Section 
3.1 can be used to refine the semantic definition of a 
given pattern relationship.  Suppose one wants to 
represent the concept that when a large hierarchical Web 
site is being developed, any interface that uses the 
“SelectAction” pattern must use either the “Bread 
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Figure 4:  OWL description of a usability design pattern. 
crumbs” pattern or a combination of the “Double tab” 
pattern and the “Main Navigation” pattern [25].  This 
means using the SelectAction pattern could be defined by 
the range restriction: 
SelectAction ⊑ ∃requiresProperty(BreadCrumbs 
                    ⊔ (DoubleTab ⊓ MainNavigation)) 
This means there exists at least one ‘requiresPattern’ 
property with a pattern from the BreadCrumbs or the 
DoubleTab and MainNavigation patterns.  In this manner, 
the selection of one pattern can lead directly to the 
suggested use of another and so on until a partial solution 
to the user interface is found through a composition of 
patterns representing best practices for user interface 
design. 
5 A Usability Pattern Instance 
Figure 4 shows part of an instance of the usability pattern 
metamodel specifically designed for Web-based e-
commerce.  This shows a “Shopping Cart” pattern as a 
solution to the problem of storing products from multiple 
web pages that a user has selected items from.  This is 
represented by the statement in the line pointed to by 
arrow d with the property restriction (∃hasProblem 
Storing_Products) ⊓ (hasWebPages ≥ 1).  This describes 
the problem though a combination of existential 
quantification on the hasProblem property and a 
cardinality restriction on the number of Web pages in the 
problem statement (hasWebPages). 
The ShoppingCartPattern utilizes many of the properties 
from the metamodel (a partial list is shown by the arrow 
marked c), including the hasSolution property.  
Following arrow d reveals that in addition to the 
metamodel definition for hasProblem, the pattern uses a 
number of other properties to define the pattern and 
requirements on potential solutions. 
6 Reasoning With OWL Models 
Describing pattern attributes using this formal medium 
facilitates automated inferences of relationships between 
patterns instead of manually defining them as is done in 
text based pattern languages. For example, any pattern 
that has the same problem as the Shopping Cart pattern 
can be inferred to be an alternative pattern as long as the 
contexts are same and the solutions are different.  Further, 
if these restrictions are stated as Necessary and Sufficient 
conditions, a Reasoner can infer classification.  Although 
not shown here, if the restriction “∃hasDesignType 
WebDesign” were stated as the only Necessary and 
Sufficient condition for membership in the 
ShoppingCartPattern concept, then all new patterns 
specifying one or more relationships of type WebDesign 
would be inferred to be a Shopping Cart Pattern.  More 
complex restrictions can be used to precisely define class 
membership as deeply as deemed necessary by ontology 
designers. 
7 Conclusions and Future Work 
Design patterns serve a twofold purpose of providing a 
structured representation of best practices and supplying a 
shared vocabulary to express and communicate design 
knowledge.  In this paper, we have shown how formally 
defined ontologies using the Semantic Web can be used to 
support these dual purposes in a distributed computational 
environment capable of automated axiomatic reasoning. 
The general goals of this approach are to create a formal 
framework for creating interconnected pattern languages 
for usability knowledge.  The metamodel described in this 
paper takes a step in that direction by creating an 
infrastructure upon which pattern languages and pattern-
based tools can be built. 
While a main goal of patterns is to form a vocabulary that 
helps developers communicate better, too many pattern 
collections have been created that draw little or no 
relationships between each other, in essence creating 
islands of patterns that sometimes contradict, duplicate, or 
are inconsistent with one another.  We see context as one 
of the main organizing features of patterns.  Usability 
issues and decisions are often, if not always, context-
sensitive.  Capturing this context is just the first step at 
making usability design a more stable or scientific 
endeavor. 
Continued research is needed to further understand the 
complexities of creating repositories of usability patterns 
and applying them proactively in the software 
development process.  We have only taken small steps in 
this direction, and hope that future validation and use of 
our approach provide more information of usability 
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knowledge and the contextual factors that impact this 
knowledge. 
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